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We present a syntax-based reordering model (RM) for hierarchical phrase-based statistical machine trans- 

lation (HPB-SMT) enriched with semantic features. Our model brings a number of novel contributions: (i) 

while the previous dependency-based RM is limited to the reordering of head and dependant constituent 

pairs, we also model the reordering of pairs of dependants; (ii) Our model is enriched with semantic fea- 

tures (Wordnet synsets) in order to allow the reordering model to generalize to pairs not seen in training 

but with equivalent meaning. (iii) We evaluate our model on two language directions: English-to-Farsi 

and English-to-Turkish. These language pairs are particularly challenging due to the free word order, rich 

morphology and lack of resources of the target languages. 

We evaluate our RM both intrinsically (accuracy of the RM classifier) and extrinsically (MT). Our best 

configuration outperforms the baseline classifier by 5–29% on pairs of dependants and by 12–30% on head 

and dependant pairs while the improvement on MT ranges between 1.6% and 5.5% relative in terms of 

BLEU depending on language pair and domain. We also analyze the value of the feature weights to obtain 

further insights on the impact of the reordering-related features in the HPB-SMT model. We observe that 

the features of our RM are assigned significant weights and that our features are complementary to the 

reordering feature included by default in the HPB-SMT model. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Statistical machine translation (SMT) is a data-driven approach

for translating from one natural language into another. It can be

used to attain fully automatic high quality translation in some spe-

cific domains, gisting, translation on hand-held devices, assisting

human translators, etc ( Koehn, 2012 ). Apart from the usefulness

of SMT systems as standalone applications, they can also play a

relevant role in broader applications including a wide range of in-

telligent systems such as multilingual customer service chat bots

and intelligent tourist guide systems, cross-lingual recommenda-

tion systems, etc. SMT uses statistical methods to examine collec-

tions of human-produced translations and automatically learn how

to produce optimum translations. Natural languages vary greatly
∗ Corresponding author. 
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0957-4174/© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
ot only in their vocabularies, but also in the manner that they ar-

ange words in a sentence. Accordingly, the SMT task consists of

wo interrelated problems: finding the appropriate words in the

ranslation and predicting their order in the target-language sen-

ence (“reordering”). 

Reordering is a fundamental problem in SMT that significantly

ffects the quality of the final translation. The amount of reorder-

ng needed varies for different language pairs. For translation be-

ween language pairs with similar or close word order, such as

rench–English, reordering can be restricted to short, local move-

ents. In contrast, language pairs with different syntactic struc-

ure and major differences in word order, such as Farsi–English,

urkish–English and Japanese–English, are more challenging be-

ause they require long-distance movements. The basic word order

f the first language in these pairs (Farsi, Turkish and Japanese)

s primarily Subject-Object-Verb, while the word order of the sec-

nd (English) is Subject-Verb-Object. Moving the verb from the end

f the sentence to the position just after the subject results in a

ovement over a potentially large number of words for mid-length

nd long sentences. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2017.05.001
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/eswa
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Due to the high computational complexity of exploring all

ossible word orders, a standard phrase-based SMT system (PB-

MT) ( Koehn et al., 2003b ) only allows local and short movements

nd penalizes long-distance reordering. This means that a standard

B-SMT system is able to perform the required reordering for sim-

lar language pairs relatively well. However, it does not have any

rincipled fashion to deal with long-distance reordering, which is

eeded for language pairs with differing word orders. There are

wo possible ways to overcome this limitation: (i) incorporating

 reordering model (RM) into the PB-SMT system; and (ii) us-

ng a tree-based SMT system. A RM tries to capture differences in

ord order in a probabilistic framework, by assigning a probabil-

ty to each possible order of words. It allows the SMT system to

onsider not only local movements, but also those long-distance

ovements which have a high probability in the RM framework.

ifferent proposed RMs for PB-SMT can be generally categorized

nto three main groups: distance-based models ( Koehn, Och, &

arcu, 2003a ), lexical phrase-based models ( Koehn et al., 2005;

illmann, 2004 ) and hierarchical phrase-based models ( Galley &

anning, 2008 ). Tree-based SMT systems (e.g. HPB-SMT Chiang,

005 ) merge the translation model and reordering model in a syn-

hronous grammar. Although all of these approaches have suc-

essfully improved SMT systems, a reordering approach may suffer

rom the following flaws: 

• Inability to perform long-distance reordering . In PB-SMT, reorder-

ing can be generally handled by distance-based, lexical or hi-

erarchical models. Distance-based RMs generally prefer mono-

tone decoding ( Koehn et al., 2003a ), so long-distance reordering

would be penalized heavily by these models. Lexical phrase-

based models assign reordering probability to adjacent words

or phrases. As a consequence, they are able to perform lo-

cal reordering between neighboring units successfully, but they

fail to capture long-distance reordering. Hierarchical RMs merge

neighboring phrases and try to predict the ordering of the new

phrases. This model outperforms lexical and distance-based

RMs as it is able to capture longer-distance reorderings. How-

ever, it cannot capture all of the required long-distance reorder-

ings due to data sparseness. 

The weakness of PB-SMT systems in handling long-distance re-

ordering motivates research on tree-based SMT, such as HPB-

SMT ( Chiang, 2005 ). Despite the good performance offered by

the HPB-SMT in medium-range reordering, it has been shown

that it still performs weakly on long-distance reordering ( Birch,

Blunsom, & Osborne, 2009 ). 

In order to capture long-distance reorderings, modern ap-

proaches try to consider reordering not only between adjacent

words, but also between words with longer distance. These

words can be simply all the word pairs in the source sen-

tence ( Hayashi, Tsukada, Sudoh, Duh, & Yamamoto, 2010 ) or the

words that are in syntactic relation to each other ( Gao et al.,

2011; Huang et al., 2013 ) 
• Inability to generalize . Some of the approaches can perform re-

ordering of common words or phrases relatively well, but they

have no ability to generalize to unseen words with the same

linguistic structure. For example, if in the source language the

object follows the verb and in the target language it precedes

the verb, these models still need to see particular instances of

verbs and objects in the training data to be able to perform

reordering between them; the fact that this may be a regular

pattern over a class of lexical items cannot be captured in a

global operation (unlike might be the case in rule-based MT). In

order to overcome this limitation, some reordering approaches

use extracted features from phrases and use them in the model,

instead of the phrase itself ( Xiong, Liu, & Lin, 2006; Zens & Ney,

2006 ). 
• Context insensitivity . Lexical and hierarchical models try to pre-

dict the ordering of the phrases based solely on the surface

form of phrases. Distance-based models focus on the position

of phrases in the source and target sentences to determine the

ordering between them. However, reordering will not regularly

occur in the same way for the same phrases or same phrase

positions over different contexts. It is, therefore, essential to in-

clude context information in order to accurately capture the re-

ordering behavior. 

This paper presents a syntax-based RM for HPB-SMT enriched

ith semantic features. It extends our previous works ( Kazemi,

oral, & Way, 2016; Kazemi, Toral, Way, Monadjemi, & Nemat-

akhsh, 2015 ) with major new additions, including: (i) switch-

ng the classifier from Naive Bayes to Maximum Entropy, (ii) im-

roving the experimental set-up and obtaining more stable results

y averaging over three tuning runs, (iii) evaluating the proposed

ethod on an additional language pair (English–Turkish) and also

n an additional corpus from a different domain for English–

arsi, (iv) comparing the proposed model to two state-of-the-art

Ms, (v) analyzing the feature weights, and (vi) adding translation

xamples. 

The proposed method: (i) is able to perform long-distance re-

rdering as it is based on dependency information; (ii) can gen-

ralize to words unseen in the training data that hold the same

yntactic and semantic structures, by using features based on

yntactic and semantic information, respectively; (iii) it is sensi-

ive to context as it uses the dependency relations of the words

eing reordered; and (iv) due to the fact that the proposed

odel uses only source-side information, the model can be pre-

omputed offline, which leads to low added complexity during

ecoding. 

The main contributions are as follows: 

• We introduce a novel syntax-based RM based on the depen-

dency structure of the source sentence. While the state-of-the-

art dependency-based RM ( Gao, Koehn, & Birch, 2011 ) is limited

to the reordering of head and dependant constituent pairs, we

also model the reordering of pairs of dependants. 
• Our model is enriched with semantic features in order to

allow the RM to generalize to pairs not seen in train-

ing but with equivalent meaning. While semantic structures

such as Predicate-Argument-Structure (PAS) and Semantic-Role-

Labeling (SRL) have been previously used for MT reordering,

e.g. Liu and Gildea (2010) , Xiong, Zhang, and Li (2012) , Li,

Resnik, and III (2013) , in this work we include semantic features

jointly with lexical and syntactic features in the framework of

a syntax-based RM. 

Our model is evaluated on the English-to-Farsi and English-to-

Turkish language pairs. Designing a reordering model for these

pairs is particularly challenging because the target languages

(Farsi and Turkish) are free word order, rich in morphology and

comparatively under-resourced. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

ection 2 reviews the related work and puts our work in its

roper context. Section 3 presents in detail our RM, including

ts conceptualization, the features used, its training regime, and

ts integration in HPB-SMT. Section 4 contains the experiments

arried out to evaluate our RM. This is followed by more in-depth

nalyzes in Section 5 . Finally, we outline conclusions and lines of

uture work in Section 7 . 
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2. Related work 

2.1. Reordering in PB-SMT systems 

PB-SMT systems translate phrases as entire units, so they can

perform a considerable amount of local (short-distance) reordering

occurring within phrases. However, non-local (medium- and long-

distance) reordering between phrases cannot be captured by stan-

dard PB-SMT systems. Previous work on reordering in PB-SMT can

be generally categorized into two groups. 

2.1.1. Reordering as pre-processing 

Considering the complexity of solving reordering during the de-

coding process, approaches in the first group separate reordering

from the translation process and perform it before decoding, as a

pre-processing step. These approaches apply some reordering rules

to the source sentence to render its order more similar to the or-

der of the target language, so that the translation process can be

then performed monotonically. The reordering rules can be man-

ually written linguistic rules ( Collins, Koehn, & Ku ̌cerová, 2005 )

or automatically learned from data ( Genzel, 2010; Xia & McCord,

2004 ). Although all of these approaches result in significant im-

provement when added to a PB-SMT system, there is a fundamen-

tal problem with separating the reordering task form the transla-

tion process ( Koehn, 2012 ). The reordering rules might be unreli-

able, so applying them to the source sentences can lead to making

faulty reordering decisions in the pre-processing step. Such erro-

neous decisions will be passed along as hard decisions which can-

not be reversed by the SMT system. This also violates one of the

main principles underpinning the probabilistic modeling of SMT,

namely the avoidance of hard decisions and maintaining the pos-

sibility of reversing previous faulty decisions. 

2.1.2. Reordering during decoding 

Approaches in the second group address reordering during the

decoding step, as part of the translation process. They handle re-

ordering with a probabilistic RM which assigns probabilities to

each possible ordering of the target sentence. This probability is

then used in combination with the other probabilistic models in

SMT to find the most likely output translation. Approaches in this

line range from simple distance-based models to lexical and hier-

archical phrase orientation models. Distance-based models ( Koehn

et al., 2003a ) generally prefer monotone translation and penalize

any deviation from this norm. Although monotone translation may

work for similar language pairs, it is not a realistic framework

for language pairs with different syntactic structure which require

long-distance reordering. On top of this limitation, these models

are not sensitive either to the specific word being translated nor

to its context and thus they do not generalize well. 

Given the fact that some phrases are reordered more frequently

than others, lexical phrase orientation models take content into

consideration and condition orientation on actual phrases ( Koehn

et al., 2005; Tillmann, 2004 ). These models try to predict the ori-

entation of a source phrase with respect to its neighboring phrases,

by learning patterns from training data. Despite the satisfactory

improvement of lexical models over pure PB-SMT systems and

distance-based RMs, they continue to suffer from two major limi-

tations. First, these models have no ability to be generalized to un-

seen phrases, or phrases with low frequency in the training data.

In order to overcome this limitation, some approaches extract fea-

tures from phrases and use them in the model, instead of the

phrase itself ( Xiong et al., 2006; Zens & Ney, 2006 ). Second, these

models cannot capture long- and even medium-distance reorder-

ing, since they predict orientation solely between adjacent phrases.

To handle longer distance reorderings, some approaches move be-

yond short and adjacent phrases and attempt to predict the ori-
ntation between non-adjacent words ( Bisazza & Federico, 2013 )

r longer phrases ( Galley & Manning, 2008 ). Word-after-word re-

rdering model tries to predict the orientation of a source word

n a given position with respect to another, based on the words at

hose positions and their context ( Bisazza & Federico, 2013 ). Hi-

rarchical phrase orientation models merge adjacent phrases to-

ether and form longer phrases and then try to predict orienta-

ion between these new phrases ( Galley & Manning, 2008 ). Since

hese models predict orientation for longer phrases, they are able

o capture longer distance reordering compared with lexical mod-

ls. However, these models are still weak on long-distance reorder-

ng as they are still restricted to phrases with no gaps and adjacent

hrases. This model is also limited by a maximum reordering dis-

ance often used in decoding which allows only a limited number

f adjacent phrases to be merged. 

.2. Reordering in HPB-SMT systems 

One of the reasons why HPB-SMT was proposed was to over-

ome the weakness of PB-SMT systems in handling long-distance

eordering ( Chiang, 2005 ). Rather than using only continuous

ource words as phrases, HPB-SMT uses hierarchical phrases which

ontain gaps, so it should lead to better reordering than PB-SMT.

owever, it has been shown that despite the superiority of HPB-

MT over PB-SMT in medium-distance reordering, it is equally

eak in long-distance reordering ( Birch et al., 2009 ). A number

f approaches have been proposed to improve reordering in HPB-

MT. Common approaches include handling reordering as a pre-

rocessing step ( Xu, Kang, Ringgaard, & Och, 2009 ) and label-

ng non-terminals in the translation rules ( Zollmann & Venugopal,

006 ). The first approach suffers from the same issues presented

n Section 2.1.1 for performing reordering as a pre-processing step

n PB-SMT. The second causes additional complexity to the system

nd increases data sparsity ( Hanneman & Lavie, 2013 ). 

Other work tries to integrate a RM into HPB-SMT as an exter-

al feature function. Huck, Wuebker, Rietig, and Ney (2013) and

guyen and Vogel (2013) successfully incorporated lexical phrase

rientation model and distortion models – initially proposed for

B-SMT – into HPB-SMT. Hayashi et al. (2010) integrated the word

eordering model of Tromble and Eisner (2009) into HPB-SMT. This

odel tries to predict ordering of any two words in the source sen-

ence. He, Meng, and Yu (2010) added a swap glue grammar rule ( X

 X 1 X 2 | X 2 X 1 ) to the hierarchical model, which allows phrases to

e swapped. They use a maximum entropy classifier to predict the

robability of swapping for each neighboring phrase pairs. Rather

han conditioning on the actual phrases, they use some extracted

eatures from them, such as the first and last word of the source

nd target phrases. 

Our work falls into a recent line of research which has focused

n using extracted information from the syntactic parse tree of

he source sentence to predict the orientation of source elements.

ork in this line differs in two respects: (i) the type of the parser

hat they use to extract syntactic information; and (ii) the type of

he source elements from which they try to predict orientations.

ao et al. (2011) use the dependency parse tree of the source sen-

ence and try to predict the monotone or swap orientation of each

ependant with respect to its head. They used a maximum en-

ropy classifier which uses the surface form of the head and de-

endants and the dependency relation as features. Rather than us-

ng a dependency parse tree, Huang, Devlin, and Zbib (2013) use

onstituency parses and train a maximum entropy classifier to pre-

ict the orientation between each pair of words. It is worth noting

hat to date, all these approaches have been applied solely to one

anguage pair, namely Chinese-to-English. 

Our RM can be compared to that of Huck et al. (2013) , Hayashi

t al. (2010) and Gao et al. (2011) . All these approaches try to pre-
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Fig. 1. An example dependency tree for an English source sentence, its translation in Farsi and the word alignments. 
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ict the orientation for two source elements. However, they dif-

er in how they select the type of these elements. Huck et al.

2013) predict orientation for adjacent hierarchical phrases. De-

pite the satisfactory performance of this model on handling short-

nd medium-distance reorderings, it cannot capture long distance

eorderings. In contrast, Hayashi et al. (2010) predict orientation

or all word pairs in the source sentence. This model has a high

omputational complexity since it considers any two words in the

ource sentence for reordering. That is, for a sentence of length

 , this model predicts orientation for O ( n 2 ) pairs. In addition to

his, as we will show later in Section 4 , considering more word

airs for reordering does not always lead to better results. Accord-

ngly, it is essential to strike the right balance between these ap-

roaches by selecting the right word pairs for reordering ( Zhang,

tiyama1, Sumita, Zhao, & Neub, 2016 ). Gao et al. (2011) use de-

endency structure and predict the orientation of each dependant

ith respect to its head. In the proposed method, we predict the

rientation between each pair of dependants. 

.3. Reordering using semantic information 

A recent line of research has focused on incorporating semantic

nformation into the RM. To the best of our knowledge, all research

n this strand has used PAS and SRL as the basis of the model.

ome work uses PAS to perform reordering as a pre-processing or

ost-processing step. Komachi, Matsumoto, and Nagata (2006) and

u, Sudoh, Duh, Tsukada, and Nagata (2011) use some reordering

ules based on the PAS of the source sentence in order to reorder

ource arguments in the pre-processing step. The pre-reordering

ules are either written manually ( Komachi et al., 2006 ) or ex-

racted automatically ( Wu et al., 2011 ). Zhai, Zhang, Zhou, and

ong (2012) use PAS transformation rules to convert the PAS of the

ource sentences to target-like PAS. Wu et al. (2011) perform re-

rdering as a post-processing step. They use the PAS of the output

ranslation and reorder the arguments to match the semantic role

f the output to that of the source sentence. Rather than using

emantics in pre-processing or post-processing steps, some other

ork integrates semantic-based features into the decoder. Liu and

ildea (2010) design a semantic-role reordering feature which tries

o model the reordering of the source-side semantic roles in the

arget side and integrate them into a tree-to-string SMT system.

iong et al. (2012) and Li et al. (2013) perform semantic role la-

eling on the source sentence and try to predict the translation

rder of two arguments ( Xiong et al., 2012 ) or an argument and

ts predicate ( Li et al., 2013 ). 

Our work differs from existing work in the following respects: 
1. We propose a dependency-based RM which predicts the orien-

tation not only between a dependant and its head ( Gao et al.,

2011 ), but also between pairs of dependants. 

2. Rather than using a semantic structure (e.g. PAS) as the basis

of the RM and trying to predict orientation between seman-

tic constituents, we use the syntactic structure and add se-

mantics to our model by using semantic features . This is mo-

tivated by two issues presented by semantic-based RMs that

use PAS; compared to syntax-based models, these models have

fewer opportunities to influence reordering, and reordering pre-

dictions are worse as the linguistic phenomena involved are

harder to classify ( Li, Marton, Resnik, & Daumé III, 2014 ). Specif-

ically, we use WordNet ( Miller, 1995 ) to incorporate semantics

into our RM. 

3. We apply dependency-based RMs to English-to-Farsi and

English-to-Turkish. Our target languages are (i) free word order,

(ii) rich in morphology and (iii) comparatively under-resourced.

. Dependency-based reordering model 

This section covers our RM in detail. First, we introduce the idea

nd concepts behind our model ( Section 3.1 ). Then we describe the

mplementation of our model as a classifier, its features and train-

ng ( Section 3.2 ). Finally, we show how the model has been inte-

rated into the HPB-SMT model ( Section 3.3 ). 

.1. Rationale 

The proposed RM is based on the dependency parse tree of

he source sentence, an example of which is shown, for English,

n Fig. 1 . The dependency tree of a sentence shows the gram-

atical relations between pairs of head and dependants of that

entence. For example, for the sentence in Fig. 1 , the arrow with

abel “obj” from “tent” to “bought” indicates that the dependant

tent” is the object of the head word “bought”. Based on the as-

umption that constituents move as a whole in translation ( Quirk,

enezes, & Cherry, 2005 ), our model takes the dependency tree

f a source sentence and tries to find the ordering of its counter-

art constituents. To be more precise, our model aims to predict

he orientation of a dependant with respect to its head ( head –dep ),

nd also with respect to other dependants of that head ( dep –dep ).

e consider two types of orientation: monotone (M) and swap (S).

f the order of two words S 1 and S 2 in the source sentence is the

ame as the order of their translations T 1 and T 2 in the target sen-

ence, the orientation is monotone and otherwise it is swap. For

xample, for the sentence in Fig. 1 , our model tries to predict the

rientations (ori) between the ( head –dep) and ( dep –dep) pairs that

re shown in Table 1 . 
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Table 1 

head –dep and dep –dep pairs for the sentence in Fig. 1 and their 

corresponding orientations when translating into Farsi. 

Head Dependant ori dep1 dep2 ori 

b ought h e M h e c amels M 

b ought c amels S h e t ent M 

b ought t ent S h e w ife M 

b ought w ife S h e w andered M 

b ought w andered M c amels t ent M 

w ife a M c amels w ife M 

t ent a M c amels w andered M 

t ribes w andered S t ent w ife M 

t ent w andered M 

w ife w andered M 

Table 2 

Features for the ( head –dep) pairs. 

Feature Description 

Lex ( head ) The surface form of the head word 

Lex ( dep ) The surface form of the dependant 

depRel ( dep ) The dependency relation of the dependant 

syn ( head ) The synset of the head word 

syn ( dep ) The synset of the dependant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Features for the ( d ep –d ep) pairs. 

Feature Description 

Lex ( head ) The surface form of the mutual head word 

Lex ( dep 1) The surface form of the first dependant 

Lex ( dep 2) The surface form of the second dependant 

depRel ( dep 1) The dependency relation of the first dependant 

depRel ( dep 2) The dependency relation of the second dependant 

syn ( head ) The synset of the mutual head word 

syn ( dep 1) The synset of the first dependant 

syn ( dep 2) The synset of the second dependant 

Table 4 

Features and their values for the ( d ep –d ep) pair (“camels”, “tent”) in Fig. 1 . 

Features Values 

lex ( head ), lex ( dep 1), lex ( dep 2) b ought, camels, tent 

syn ( head ), syn ( dep 1), syn ( dep 2) 02186766-V, 02414816-N, 04359185-N 

depRel ( dep 1), depRel ( dep 2) dobj, dobj 
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1 In the parallel corpora used in our experiments only 9% of the source words are 

aligned to more than one target word. 
Our motivation for using the dependency structure of the

source sentence as the basis of our RM comes from the assumption

that, if it is the case that a reordering pattern has been applied for

translating one English sentence with a specific structure into Farsi,

this pattern will also work for translating another English sentence

with the same dependency structure. For example, in translating

from English into Farsi, all of the following English sentences fol-

low the same word order in their translation in Farsi: “he puts the

desk on the ground”, “I put the book on the table”, and “he puts

his hand on her shoulder”. In general, almost all sentences with

the dependency structure “subject” put “object” “preposition-on”

have the same order in their Farsi translation: “subject” “object”

“preposition-on” “translation of verb put”. 

3.2. Classifier 

Since the proposed RM aims to classify the ( head –dep ) and

( dep –dep ) pairs into their correct orientation class (monotone or

swap), its task can be seen as a binary classification task. In order

to build such a classifier, we used a Maximum Entropy (henceforth

maxEnt) classifier. Instead of using maxEnt to perform a hard clas-

sification, we use it to estimate the probability distribution over

two orientation classes. The maxEnt classifier estimates the prob-

ability of the orientation type ori given the constituent pair pair

as shown in Eq. (1) ( Manning & Klein, 2003 ), where h n : n = 1 . . . N

are N binary features whose values depend on the constituent pair,

pair and orientation type ori and λn are the weights of these fea-

tures. 

P (or i | pair ) = 

exp 
N ∑ 

n =0 

λn h n (or i, pair ) 

∑ 

ori ′∈{ monotone,swap} exp 
N ∑ 

n =0 

λn h n (or i ′ , pair ) 

(1)

Various features can be used to characterize constituent pairs

in the maxEnt model. We used only source-side features for two

reasons. First, this enabled us to extract the features offline, as a

pre-processing step, so as not to slow down the decoding phase.

Second, it has been shown that source-side features largely outper-

form target-side features ( Zens & Ney, 2006 ). Tables 2 and 3 show

the features that we used for ( head –dep) and ( d ep –d ep) pairs, re-

spectively. Given a word w, synset ( w ) shows the synonym set of w

as found in Wordnet ( Fellbaum, 1998 ), a lexical database of English
hich groups words into sets of cognitive synonyms called synsets .

n other words, in WordNet a set of synonym words belong to the

ame synset. For example, the words “story”, “narrative” and “tale”

re in the same synset. 

As an example, Table 4 shows the features that we use for

he ( d ep –d ep) pair “camels” and “tent” in our example in Fig. 1 .

ynsets are represented by their unique identifiers in WordNet. 

To the best of our knowledge, previous work on syntax-based

eordering have considered lexical and syntactic features, e.g. sur-

ace forms of the words, part-of-speech tags and syntactic labels

cf. related work in Section 2 ). Our model uses lexical, syntactic

nd also semantic features. The use of syntactic features, such as

ependency relations, enables us to capture the general syntactic

eordering patterns that are not available to pure lexical models.

or instance, our model can learn that when translating between

VO and SOV language pairs, the object and the verb should be

wapped. In addition to this syntactic generalization, our model

an be generalized from words seen in the training data to any

f their synonyms by using synsets as additional features. 

In order to generate training examples for the maxEnt model,

e use the dependency parse tree of the source sentence which

s obtained automatically with a dependency parser and the word

lignments between the source and target words in the parallel

orpus. We extract all possible ( head –dep) and ( dep –dep) pairs for

ach sentence and determine the orientation type for each pair.

ith the alignment points ( P S 1 , P T 1 ) and ( P S 2 , P T 2 ) for two source

ords ( S 1, S 2) and their aligned target words ( T 1, T 2), we define

he orientation type ( ori ) as shown in Eq. (2) . If a source word is

ligned to more than one target word 

1 , we only consider the last

ligned target word in determining the orientation type. Using the

osition of the first or last aligned target word is a heuristic way

hat has been used previously ( Gao et al., 2011 ). In order to choose

etween the first or the last aligned word, we conducted a small

xperiment and extracted 200 English words from the parallel cor-

us which were aligned to more than one Farsi word. We observed

hat in 67% of them, the correct alignment is the last aligned one.

ri = 

{
monotone, if (p S1 − p S2 ) × (p T 1 − p T 2 ) > 0 

swap, otherwise . 
(2)

or example, for the pair ( bought, camels ) in Fig. 1 with alignment

oints (1,7) and (2,2) for the head word bought and the dependant
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2 http://www.denizyuret.com/2006/11/turkish-resources.html 
3 http://dadegan.ir/catalog/mizan 
4 As in Birch (2011) , we define short, medium or long distance reordering as a 

reordering of width 1–4 words, 5–8 and more than 8 words, respectively. 
amels respectively, we consider swap orientation between bought

nd camels based on Eq. (2) . 

Once we have obtained the orientation type for each con-

tituent pair in the training part of our parallel corpus, we train

he maxEnt classifier to estimate the probability of a source de-

endent word having monotone or swap order with respect to its

ead and the other dependants of that head. 

.3. Integration into HPB-SMT 

During translation, the HPB-SMT decoder searches for the most

robable translation hypothesis based on the combination of sev-

ral feature functions. To do so, it estimates the probability of a

ranslation hypothesis H given the source sentence S through a log-

inear combination of several feature functions, as shown in Eq.

3) where a is the latent word alignment between H and S, f f i 
re N arbitrary feature functions and w i are the weights of these

eatures. w i shows the importance of f f i in the log-linear model. 

logP (H| S) 
= 

∑ 

i ∈{ monotone,swap,dependency −coherence,unaligned−pairs } 
log (w i f f i (H, S, a )) 

(3) 

We implemented our RM as four feature functions:

M0: ffmonotone , RM1: ffswap , RM2: f f d epend ency −coherence and

M3: f f unaligned−pairs . f f monotone and ffswap compute the sum of

rientation probability of those constituent pairs which are trans-

ated in monotone or swap order, respectively. f f d epend ency −coherence 

hows the number of constituent pairs which are translated in the

ypothesis and encourage concurrent translation of constituents,

ased on the assumption that constituents move together in

he translation process ( Quirk et al., 2005 ). These three feature

unctions can be computed for a constituent pair only if both of

he words in the pair are aligned to at least one target word. The

eature function f f unaligned−pairs counts the number of pairs with

t least one unaligned word and penalizes those hypotheses on

hich the orientation features could not be applied. After comput-

ng the four feature functions for the translation hypothesis, we

ombine them with the other feature functions in the HPB-SMT

odel, as shown in Eq. (3) . 

In order to compute our feature functions for hypothesis H

hich has been applied to source sentence S with constituent pairs

airs ( S ), we perform three steps: 

1. Determining the constituent pairs of the source sentence S that

have been covered by hypothesis H . We call this set Covered ( H,

Pairs ( S )). A constituent pair is covered by hypothesis H , if H

covers both words in the pair. We compute the dependency-

coherence feature as the number of covered constituent pairs

by hypothesis H , as in Eq. (4) . 

f f d epend ency −coherence (H, S) = 

| Cov ered(H, P airs (S)) | (4) 

2. Determining the aligned covered pairs based on the word align-

ment within the phrases. A constituent pair is aligned if both

words in the pair are aligned to at least one target word.

We call the set of aligned covered pairs Aligned ( H, Pairs ( S ), a ),

where a is the word alignment between S and H . It might be

the case that a word in a constituent pair is not aligned to

any target word. In this case, we cannot determine the orien-

tation and compute swap or monotone features for this pair. As

this may lead to a search error ( Gao et al., 2011 ), we apply a

penalty by means of an unaligned-pairs feature f f unaligned−pairs ,

computed as the number of covered constituent pairs with at
least one unaligned word, as in Eq. (5) . 

f f unaligned−pairs (H, S, a ) = 

| Cov ered(H, P airs (S)) | − | Aligned(H, P airs (S) , a ) | (5) 

3. Determining the orientation class and its probability for each

aligned covered pair. We determine the orientation class and

its probability based on Eqs. (2) and 1 , respectively. Based on

the orientation class for a pair, we consider its score for calcu-

lating monotone or swap feature functions. We compute mono-

tone and swap features as in Eq. (6) . 

f f monotone (H, S, a ) = ∑ 

pair ∈ Aligned(H,Pair s (S) ,a ) ,or i (pair )= monotone 

P (or i | pair ) 

f f swap (H, S, a ) = ∑ 

pair ∈ Aligned(H,Pair s (S) ,a ) ,or i (pair )= swap 

P (or i | pair ) 

(6) 

It is worth mentioning that although we have integrated the

roposed RM into HPB-SMT, integrating it into other tree-based

T paradigms is straightforward and does not require any crucial

odification. In order to integrate the proposed model into PB-

MT, the distortion-limit should be set to a large number, to enable

he system to produce hypotheses with long-distance reorderings,

hich can be then scored by the proposed RM. 

. Experiments 

.1. Set-up 

We used an English–Turkish parallel corpus and two English–

arsi parallel corpora with different sizes and from different do-

ains to evaluate the proposed method. The English–Turkish cor-

us (En–Tr) 2 ˜( Oflazer, 2008 ) is composed of documents about in-

ernational relations and legal documents from sources such as

he Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the European Union, etc.

t consists of approximately 10 0,0 0 0 sentences. The Mizan cor-

us 3 ( Supreme Council of Information & Communication Technol-

gy, 2013 ) is an English–Farsi corpus, extracted from novels and

heir translations and contains about 1 million sentence pairs.

ep++ ( Passban, Way, & Liu, 2015 ) is another English–Farsi corpus,

athered from film subtitles and consisting of about 60 0,0 0 0 sen-

ences. For each experiment, tuning and test sets were selected

andomly from the corpus used in that experiment, with the re-

aining part of the corpus used for training. Table 5 gives the

tatistics of training, tuning and test sets for the parallel corpora. 

Knowing the required reordering types for a specific lan-

uage pair is an important step in designing a suitable RM for

hem ( Birch, 2011 ). Therefore, we analyze the parallel corpora by

xtracting the size and number of reorderings detected in them

further details can be found in Birch (2011) . Fig. 2 shows the dis-

ribution of reorderings in the parallel corpora broken down by the

idth of the reorderings. As shown in the figure, Tep++ has many

ore short distance reorderings, but it has fewer reorderings over

edium and long distances. 4 There are two reasons for this. First,

he average sentence length for Tep++ is shorter than that of Mizan

nd En–Tr (8.08 for Tep++ vs. 13.7 for Mizan and 12.02 for En–Tr).

econd, Tep++ contains film subtitle translations in spoken Farsi,

hile Mizan and En–Tr contain translations of novels and legal

ocuments, respectively. As human translations of the film subti-

les are required to follow the structure and rhythm of the English

http://www.denizyuret.com/2006/11/turkish-resources.html
http://dadegan.ir/catalog/mizan
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Table 5 

Parallel corpora statistics. 

Train Tune Test 

Corpus Sentences Words Sentences Words Sentences Words 

Mizan English 1,016,758 13,919,071 30 0 0 40,831 10 0 0 13,165 

Farsi 1,016,758 14,043,499 30 0 0 41,670 10 0 0 13,4 4 4 

Tep + + English 575,208 4,652,389 20 0 0 16,152 10 0 0 8136 

Farsi 575,208 4,421,994 20 0 0 15,388 10 0 0 7850 

En–Tr English 100,957 1,084,233 647 13,302 644 12,371 

Turkish 100,957 1,148,388 647 13,969 644 13,048 

Table 6 

Reordering type distribution over the training data for the parallel corpora. 

Corpus Mizan Tep + + En–Tr 

Constituent head–dep dep–dep head–dep dep–dep head–dep dep–dep 

Instances 6,391,956 5,247,526 2,693,793 1,964,448 535,892 480,726 

Monotone (%) 57.54 67.91 63.04 71.92 55.70 60.93 

Swap (%) 42.46 32.09 36.96 28.08 44.30 39.07 

Fig. 2. Percentage of reorderings with different widths in the parallel corpora. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7 

Features. 

Surface form of head Lex ( head ) 

Surface form of 1 st dependant Lex ( dep 1) 

Surface form of 2 nd dependant Lex ( dep 2) 

Synset head Syn ( head ) 

Synset of 1 st dependant Syn ( dep 1) 

Synset of 2 nd dependant Syn ( dep 2) 

Dep. relation of 1 st dependant depRel ( dep 1) 

Dep. relation of 2 nd dependant depRel ( dep 2) 
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source sentences, a lower amount of reordering is expected than in

formal translation of English written texts ( Cettolo, Niehues, Stker,

Bentivogli, & Federico, 2014 ). 

We parsed the English sides of our parallel corpora with the

Stanford dependency parser ( Chen & Manning, 2014 ) and used the

“collapsed representation” of the parser output to obtain the di-

rect dependencies between the words in the English sentence. The

accuracy of the Stanford parser on the English Penn Treebank is

91.8% 

5 ( Chen & Manning, 2014 ). We aligned the words in the paral-

lel corpora using GIZA++ ( Och & Ney, 2003 ). Having obtained both

the dependency structure and the word alignment, we extracted

( head –d ep) and ( d ep –d ep) pairs from the training data sets and

determined the orientation for each pair based on Eq. (2) . Table 6

shows the number of extracted constituent pairs and the reorder-

ing type distribution over the training set. To perform the classi-

fication task, we used the Stanford maxEnt classifier ( Manning &

Klein, 2003 ) with default settings. 

Our baseline SMT system is the Moses implementation ( Hoang,

Koehn, & Lopez, 2009 ) of the HPB-SMT model, with standard set-

tings. 6 It uses a log-linear model with eight built-in feature func-
5 The accuracy of the parser and the word-aligner affect our reordering model. 

However, since we do not have access to gold-standard parse trees and word align- 

ments for our parallel corpus, we cannot perform an in-depth analysis of the error 

propagation. 
6 Max-chart-span parameter in Moses shows the maximum number of words 

that can be covered by a hierarchical rule. The standard value of this parameter 

(  

T

i

ions: n -gram language model (LM), translation model (four fea-

ures: inverse phrase translation probability (TM0), inverse lexi-

al weighting (TM1), direct phrase translation probability (TM2)

nd direct lexical weighting (TM3)), glue grammar rule applica-

ion model (GG), word penalty (WP) and phrase penalty (PP). We

ntegrated our reordering feature functions as four additional fea-

ures as described in Section 3.3 . In all experiments the weights

f our reordering feature functions and the other built-in feature

unctions were tuned by MIRA ( Cherry & Foster, 2012 ). We used

 5-gram LM trained on the Farsi side of our training corpus. As

entioned earlier, we used Wordnet synsets of the English words

n our RM. Since some of the words have more than one sense, and

hus are assigned to multiple synsets in Wordnet, we consider only

he most common sense of these words to extract their synset. 

.2. Translation results and analysis 

We used different f eature sets in our maxEnt classifier in order

o determine the impact of each feature set on the quality of the

T system. Table 7 shows the features that we examine in this

aper. As mentioned earlier, all these features are entirely based

n the source sentence. 

We build six MT systems according to the constituent pairs and

eature sets examined. Three different feature sets were examined

n this paper, including information from (i) surface forms ( surface ),

ii) synsets ( synset ) and (iii) both surface forms and synsets ( both ).

he features used in each MT system are then as follows: 

• hd-surface ( Gao et al., 2011 ): Lex ( head ), Lex ( dep ), depRel ( dep ) 
s 10. However, to be able to produce longer distance reorderings, we change its 

value to 20 in all experiments. 
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Table 8 

MT scores for all systems on English–Farsi corpora. Metric scores are averages over three runs. The best result according 

to each metric (highest for BLEU and lowest for TER) is shown in bold. 

Corpus System BLEU ↑ TER ↓ 
Avg s sel s Test p -value Avg s sel s Test p -value 

Mizan Baseline 10.9 0.6 0.0 – 80.3 0.8 0.0 –

word-based RM ( Hayashi et al., 2010 ) 10.4 0.6 0.1 0.00 79.8 0.8 0.2 0.00 

hd-surface ( Gao et al., 2011 ) 11.1 0.6 0.1 0.08 80.9 0.8 0.3 0.01 

hd-syn 11.3 0.6 0.1 0.00 80.5 0.8 0.2 0.40 

hd-both 11.1 0.6 0.1 0.06 81.1 0.8 0.3 0.00 

dd-surface 11.4 0.7 0.1 0.00 79.7 0.8 0.2 0.01 

dd-syn 11.3 0.6 0.2 0.01 79.8 0.8 0.2 0.05 

dd-both 11.5 0.7 0.2 0.00 79.8 0.8 0.5 0.02 

all-surface 11.2 0.6 0.1 0.01 80.9 0.8 0.1 0.01 

all-syn 11.3 0.6 0.1 0.00 81.0 0.8 0.3 0.00 

all-both 11.3 0.6 0.0 0.01 81.1 0.8 0.0 0.00 

Tep + + Baseline 22.8 1.1 0.1 – 66.2 1.1 0.2 –

word-based RM ( Hayashi et al., 2010 ) 23.1 1.1 0.1 0.31 66.1 1.1 0.2 0.07 

hd-surface ( Gao et al., 2011 ) 23.1 1.1 0.0 0.22 66.8 1.2 0.1 0.02 

hd-syn 23.2 1.1 0.1 0.08 66.7 1.1 0.3 0.06 

hd-both 23.2 1.1 0.1 0.12 66.6 1.1 0.1 0.10 

dd-surface 23.4 1.1 0.1 0.00 65.7 1.1 0.1 0.03 

dd-syn 23.4 1.1 0.1 0.00 65.5 1.1 0.1 0.00 

dd-both 23.3 1.1 0.1 0.02 65.8 1.1 0.1 0.05 

all-surface 23.3 1.1 0.3 0.07 66.3 1.1 0.2 0.75 

all-syn 23.2 1.1 0.1 0.09 66.1 1.1 0.0 0.61 

all-both 23.2 1.1 0.1 0.13 66.1 1.1 0.1 0.78 
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• hd-synset: Syn ( head ), Syn ( dep ), depRel ( dep ) 
• hd-both: Lex ( head ), Lex ( dep ), Syn ( head ), Syn ( dep ), depRel ( dep ) 
• dd-surface: Lex ( head ), Lex ( dep 1), Lex ( dep 2), depRel ( dep 1), de-

pRel ( dep 2) 
• dd-synset: Syn ( head ), Syn ( dep 1), Syn ( dep 2), depRel ( dep 1), de-

pRel ( dep 2) 
• dd-both: Lex ( head ), Lex ( dep 1), Lex ( dep 2), 

Syn ( head ), Syn ( dep 1), Syn ( dep 2), 

depRel ( dep 1), depRel ( dep 2) 

We also integrate both the hd and dd systems into one system

nd build three additional MT systems, which have the capacity to

eorder both ( head−dep) and ( dep−dep) pairs: 

• all-surface: hd-surface + dd-surface 
• all-syn: hd-syn + dd-syn 

• all-both: hd-both + dd-both 

The hd-surface system was proposed by Gao et al. (2011) . We

lso implemented the word-based RM proposed by Hayashi et al.

2010) which considers any two words in the source sentence for

eordering. As in our own model, we use a maximum entropy clas-

ifier for their model. As for features, we use surface forms and

OS tags of the words. 7 

We compare the proposed RM to three MT systems: (i) a stan-

ard HPB-SMT system as the baseline, (ii) the hd-surface model

roposed by Gao et al. (2011) , and (iii) the word-based model pro-

osed by Hayashi et al. (2010) 

We evaluate each of the MT systems according to two widely

sed automatic evaluation metrics (BLEU, ( Papineni, Roukos,

ard, and Zhu, 2002 ); TER, ( Snover, Dorr, Schwartz, Micciulla, &

eischedel, 2006 )). Each system is tuned three times and we re-

ort the average scores (Avg), s sel , s Test and p -value obtained with

ulteval 8 ˜( Clark, Dyer, Lavie, & Smith, 2011 ) on the MT outputs

without further processing such as detokenisation or recasing). In

ables 8 and 9 . s Test indicates the standard deviation due to opti-

izer instability and s sel indicates the standard deviation due to
7 We do not have access to the dependency relation feature for Hayashi’s model. 

nstead, as in their original work, we use the POS tags of the words instead. 
8 https://github.com/jhclark/multeval 

 

 

est set selection and optimizer instability, quantified jointly ( Clark

t al., 2011 ). The p -values are relative to the baseline and indi-

ate whether a difference of this magnitude (between the base-

ine and the system on that line) is likely to be generated again by

ome random process (a randomized optimizer). In order to calcu-

ate the p -values, multeval applies the approximate randomization

AR) test ( Noreen, 1989 ). AR is a nonparametric test that approxi-

ates a paired permutation test by sampling permutations ( Clark

t al., 2011 ). In the case of estimating the p -value for SMT systems,

he test statistic in the AR test is the absolute value of the differ-

nce in metric score (i.e. BLEU or TER) produced by two systems

n the same test set ( Riezler & Maxwell, 2005 ). AR estimates the

robability ( p -value) that a test statistic occurs by chance by ran-

omly exchanging output translations between the two SMT sys-

ems. If there is no significant difference between two SMT sys-

ems (i.e. the null hypothesis is true) and the difference in met-

ic score is produced due to the optimizer instability, any output

ranslation produced by one of the systems could have been pro-

uced by the other system. Therefore, shuffling output translations

etween the two systems and recomputing the test statistic, cre-

tes an approximate distribution of the test statistic under the null

ypothesis. The p -value is then computed as the percentage of runs

here the test statistic computed on the shuffled data is greater

han or equal to the test statistic computed on the test data. Since

he AR test assumes that the samples being used are representa-

ive of all extraneous variables that could affect the output of SMT

ystems, multeval includes multiple optimizer replications in the

huffling 9 ( Clark et al., 2011 ). 

We derive the following observations from the results: 

• Almost all of the systems that model the orderings between

pairs of constituents outperform the baseline HPB-SMT sys-

tem according to BLEU. Most of these differences are significant

(considering statistical significance as p ≤ 0.05). 
• The use of our novel semantic feature (synset) leads to better

scores than using surface features alone, except for the dd sys-

tem for Mizan corpus, with a slight but insignificant increase

in terms of TER (79.8 vs. 79.7). While the semantic features
9 The standard deviation due to optimizer instability is shown with s Test . 

https://github.com/jhclark/multeval
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Table 9 

MT scores for all systems on English–Turkish corpus. Metric scores are averages over three runs. The best result according 

to each metric (highest for BLEU and lowest for TER) is shown in bold. 

Corpus System BLEU ↑ TER ↓ 
Avg s sel s Test p -value Avg s sel s Test p -value 

En–Tr Baseline 25.0 0.9 0.1 – 65.9 1.1 0.3 –

word-based RM ( Hayashi et al., 2010 ) 23.7 0.9 0.4 0.00 66.0 0.9 2.6 0.80 

hd-surface ( Gao et al., 2011 ) 25.2 0.9 0.1 0.47 66.2 1.0 0.0 0.25 

hd-syn 25.2 0.9 0.1 0.30 66.0 1.0 0.4 0.80 

hd-both 25.2 0.9 0.1 0.31 66.4 1.1 0.3 0.05 

dd-surface 25.0 0.9 0.0 0.24 65.8 1.0 0.3 0.59 

dd-syn 25.4 0.9 0.1 0.05 65.7 1.0 0.0 0.35 

dd-both 25.1 0.9 0.1 0.83 65.7 1.0 0.1 0.44 

all-surface 25.2 0.9 0.1 0.55 65.8 1.0 0.1 0.51 

all-syn 25.1 0.9 0.1 0.67 66.0 1.0 0.2 0.56 

all-both 24.9 0.9 0.0 0.23 66.2 1.0 0.2 0.30 

Fig. 3. An example English sentence with its partial dependency tree, its reference translation in Farsi and the word alignments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10 

Signicance test results over hd − sur face system ( Gao et al., 

2011 ), using multeval ( Clark et al., 2011 ) w.r.t. BLEU and TER. The 

symbol 	 represents a significant difference at the p < 0.05 level 

and – means not significantly different at p = 0 . 05 . 

Corpus Mizan Tep + + En–Tr 

System BLEU TER BLEU TER BLEU TER 

dd-surface 	 	 	 	 – –

dd-syn – 	 	 	 – 	
dd-both 	 	 – 	 – 	
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have only a small impact on the final results, this small effect is

consistently positive; in the majority of the cases in our exper-

imental setup the best scores are obtained by using semantic

features 
• We observe that the systems that consider reordering for all

constituent pairs by combining both hd and dd systems into

one system (systems “all-”) show lower performance than that

of the dd systems. Similarly, the word-based system that con-

siders reordering for any two words in the sentence has lower

performance than that of all- systems. In other words, in most

cases, by considering more word pairs for reordering, the per-

formance of the system decreases. We hypothesize that this is

because there are redundant and probably conflicting predic-

tions among the systems ( Zhang et al., 2016 ). That is, a reorder-

ing between two words in the word-based system can be per-

formed implicitly by a sequence of reorderings between some

constituent pairs in all- systems. For example, in Fig. 1 , if the

all- system predicts the orientation for two word pairs (bought,

wondered) and (wondered, tribes) as monotone, the orientation

for the word pair (bought, tribes) can be simply determined

to be monotone. As a consequence, predicting orientations for

more word pairs does not essentially improve the MT results.

In addition to this, inconsistent predictions for the orientations

decrease the overall performance of the system. For example, if

the word-based model incorrectly predicts a swap orientation

for (bought, tribes), which is inconsistent with the implicit ori-

entation for this pair, it has a negative affect on the quality of

the final translation. 
• While the systems that model the orderings between head

and dependant pairs (systems hd, first reported in Gao et al.

(2011) are capable of handling non-local reorderings, the scores

obtained by systems that implement our novel reordering be-

tween pairs of dependants (systems dd) achieve better results

than both the baseline and hd systems, across both evaluation

metrics. We hypothesize that this can be attributed, at least in

part, to the fact that the classifier learns reordering for d ep –d ep

pairs better than for head –dep pairs (cf. Table 12 ). 

t

As mentioned earlier, using dependency information in the RM

or HPB-SMT system was first proposed by Gao et al. (2011) . While

hey try to predict the orientation of each dependant with respect

o its head, we predict the orientation for pairs of dependants.

able 8 shows that in English–Farsi parallel corpora, hd − sur face

proposed by Gao et al., 2011 ) improves the baseline in terms

f BLEU. However, it is significantly worse than the baseline in

erms of TER. The proposed systems which predict the orienta-

ion between dependants (systems dd) significantly improve upon

he baseline both in terms of both BLEU and TER. Table 9 shows

hat for the English–Turkish corpus hd − sur face ( Gao et al., 2011 )

mproves upon the baseline in terms of BLEU but degrades in

erms of TER. The proposed systems dd improve upon the baseline

oth in terms of BLEU and TER (except for dd-surface). For system

d − syn this improvement is significant. 

We also compare the proposed systems dd and hd − sur face

which is proposed by Gao et al., 2011 ) directly. Table 10 shows

he significant test results between dd systems and hd − sur face .

s shown in Table 10 , for Mizan and Tep++, systems dd are signif-

cantly better than hd − sur face both in terms of BLEU and TER

except for dd − syn on Mizan in terms of BLEU, and dd − both

n Tep++ in terms of BLEU). For the English–Turkish corpus, both

d − syn and dd − both are significantly better than hd − sur face in

erms of TER. 
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Table 11 

Example translations from Mizan corpus, output by the baseline and proposed MT systems. 

Input sentence It took two hours to select the equipment that jamie would take. 

Reference 

Translation do saat tool keshid ta lavazemi ke jamie bayad mibord ra entekhab konad. 

Order Two hours took the equipment that jamie would take to select . 

Baseline 

Translation do saat be entekhab lavazemi ke jamie ra. 

Order Two hours to select the equipment that jamie would take. 

hd-surface ( Gao et al., 2011 ) 

Translation do saat be lavazem ra entekhab konad ke jamie. 

Order Two hours the equipment would take to select that jamie. 

dd-surface 

Translation do saat tool keshid ta lavazemi ke jimi ra entekhab. 

Order Two hours took the equipment that jamie would take to select . 

Table 12 

Classification accuracy ( Acc. ) on the test data set, using different features. Column diff show 

the relative improvement over the baseline. The best result for each classifier is shown in 

bold. 

Corpus Mizan Tep + + En–Tr 

Constituent Classifier Acc. diff Acc. diff Acc. diff

dep –dep Baseline 65.69 – 74.46 – 57 –

dd-surf 73.14 11.34% 78.64 5.61% 73.58 29.08% 

dd-syn 72.47 10.32% 78.46 5.37% 73.85 29.56% 

dd-both 72.59 10.50% 78.81 5.84% 73.61 29.14% 

head –dep Baseline 55.07 – 63.48 – 56.11 –

hd-surface 69.01 25.31% 71.16 12.09% 73.09 30.26% 

hd-syn 69.02 25.33% 71.75 13.02% 72.83 29.79% 

hd-both 68.84 25.00% 71.35 12.39% 72.97 30.04% 
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.3. Translation examples 

Fig. 3 shows an example English sentence, its partial depen-

ency tree, its reference translation in Farsi and the word align-

ent. For simplicity, it only shows the dependants of the verbs

select” and “take”. Table 11 shows the translation output and the

rder of translation by the baseline, hd-surface and dd-surface sys-

ems for the sentence in Fig. 3 , demonstrating how the proposed

M that predicts the ordering between pairs of dependants outper-

orms the RMs that predict the ordering between head–dependant

airs ( Gao et al., 2011 ). 

As shown in the reference order, the translation of the main

erb select should be placed at the end of the sentence, but the

aseline system fails to perform any reordering and puts it at the

eginning of the sentence. The hd-surface model ( Gao et al., 2011 )

ries to predict the ordering between the head words “select” and

take” and their dependants, and encourages concurrent transla- 

ion of the head and its dependants. It correctly predicts the or-

ering of “equipment” and “select” as swap, so it places the trans-

ation of “select” after that of “equipment” and hence moves the

ain verb closer to its correct position at the end of the sentence.

owever, due to a faulty prediction about the ordering of “select”

nd “take”, it translates them monotonically. The dd-surface sys-

em tries to predict the ordering of dependant pairs and encour-

ges concurrent translation of such pairs. It predicts the order-

ng of all of the dependant pairs correctly as monotone. Since it

refers concurrent translation of dependants, it translates “equip-

ent” and “took” (as dependants of the head word “select”) to- 

ether. In the same way, it translates “jaime” and “would” (as de-

endants of the head word “take”) concurrently and hence moves

he translation of the main verb “select” to the end of the sentence.

 

 

 

 

. Analyses 

.1. Analysis of classification accuracy 

In Section 4.2 we presented the impact of different feature sets

n the quality of a range of MT systems, which can be seen as an

xtrinsic evaluation of the maxEnt classifier. In this section, we in-

estigate the impact of those feature sets on the accuracy of the

axEnt classifier, i.e. intrinsic evaluation. We train the classifiers

eparately for ( head –dep) and ( dep –dep) pairs on the training data

nd then we evaluate them on the test data. We compare the ac-

uracy of the classifiers with that of the baseline classifier, which

onsiders monotone orientation (the majority class) for all of the

onstituent pairs in the data set. Table 12 shows the performance

f the classifiers using different feature sets, for ( head –dep ) and

 dep –dep ) constituent pairs. 

Here we observe: 

• All classifiers outperform the baseline, confirming the trends

shown in translation results, cf. Table 8 . 
• The best classification accuracy for ( head –dep) on both English–

Farsi corpora is obtained by using synsets, which corroborates

the best MT result according to both BLEU and TER for this con-

stituent pair. The best classification accuracy for ( d ep –d ep) on

Mizan is obtained using solely surface forms, which is corrob-

orated by the MT results in terms of TER but not in terms of

BLEU, for which the best result was obtained using both surface

forms and synsets. This shows that higher classification accu-

racy does not always lead to higher MT scores, but the general

trend follows this direction. Note that the mismatch between

classification performance and MT performance has been re-

ported previously ( Gao, 2010 ). 

For English–Farsi parallel corpora, classification of orientation

between pairs of ( head –dep ) is a more difficult problem than

the classification of ( dep –dep ) as shown by the difference in
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Fig. 4. Weights and standard deviations (average over 3 tunes) for each feature function and system for Mizan. 
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scores obtained by the baseline, over 10 points higher for the

latter. Note, however, that the relative improvement in classifi-

cation accuracy for head –dep vs. dep –dep pairs is much higher,

about 15% on Mizan and 7% on Tep++. 

5.2. Analysis of feature weights 

In order to obtain insights regarding the impact of the RM in

the SMT systems, we study the values assigned by the tuning al-

gorithm to each of the 4 reordering feature functions (RM0, RM1,

RM2 and RM3) and to the feature function used for reordering in

the baseline (GG). In principle, the higher the absolute value of

the weight assigned to a feature function, the higher its impact.

Figs. 4 –6 show, for the Mizan, Tep++ and En–Tr corpora, respec-

tively, the weights assigned to each of the 5 reordering feature

functions 10 for each MT system. The error bars in Figs. 4 –6 show

the standard deviations. 

While it is not possible or desirable to extract definite con-

clusions from analyzing the weights (the tuning process is after

all non-deterministic), we think it worthwhile analyzing them in

detail, as they might provide indicative global trends. In order to

be able to derive more solid conclusions, we tune each system

three times, and for each weight and system consider the average

value obtained across all the tuning executions. We also calculate

for each weight and system the standard deviation across tuning

executions. The standard deviation for reordering-related features

stays below 0.025. 

From the analysis of the weights related to reordering (RM0,

RM1, RM2, RM3 and GG), we derive the following conclusions: 

• The RM feature functions RM0, RM1 and RM2 have a con-

siderable impact (in all cases their weights are higher than

0.018). Conversely, RM3 seems to be considerably less relevant

for English–Farsi corpora as attested by its lower absolute val-
10 Features not related to reordering (i.e. translation model and penalty features) 

are not included in the figures as their values were not substantially different for 

the baseline and our proposed systems. 

l  

t  

s

 

i

ues. RM3 is the only reordering feature for which there are in-

stances of negative values (hd systems on Mizan and all the

systems on Tep++). 
• In all systems with an RM (except for dd-syn and dd-both

systems on En–Tr corpus), the weight for RM0 (monotone) is

higher than for RM1 (swap). We hypothesize that this is be-

cause the classifier’s performance for the monotone class are

higher than for the swap class. As we have more monotone in-

stances in training data sets, the decoder learns to trust mono-

tone scores more than swap scores. 
• The glue grammar rule (the feature function that deals with re-

ordering in the HPB-SMT model) and the RM proposed seem to

be complementary. Compared to the baseline, most of the sys-

tems using the RM have a considerably lower score to the GG

but still significant (values between 0.03 and 0.1 compared to

0.25 for Mizan, and between 0.01 and 0.03 compared to 0.24

for Tep++). 

. Some advantages and limitations of the proposed RM 

We have proposed a syntax-based RM enriched with seman-

ic features. Rather than performing reordering in a preprocessing

tep ( Collins et al., 2005; Genzel, 2010; Xia & McCord, 2004; Xu

t al., 2009 ), we address reordering during decoding, i.e. as part

f the translation process ( Hayashi et al., 2010; Huck et al., 2013;

guyen & Vogel, 2013 ). In this way, the proposed RM avoids mak-

ng hard decisions and maintains the possibility of reversing previ-

us faulty decisions ( Koehn, 2012 ). By using only source-side infor-

ation in the proposed RM, it can be precomputed offline, which

eads to low added complexity during decoding. The proposed RM

ses dependency information ( Gao et al., 2011 ) and tries to pre-

ict the orientation between pairs of dependants in the depen-

ency tree of the source sentence. Therefore, it is able to perform

ong-distance reordering. We enrich the proposed RM with seman-

ic features based on WordNet to allow it to generalize to pairs not

een in the training data but with equivalent meaning. 

While the proposed RM offers these advantages, it has two lim-

tations, in terms of language resources required. 
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Fig. 5. Weights and standard deviations (average over 3 tunes) for each feature function and system for Tep++. 

Fig. 6. Weights and standard deviations (average over 3 tunes) for each feature function and system for En–Tr. 
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• Since the proposed RM uses the dependency information of the

source sentence, it cannot be applied for translating from lan-

guages for which automatic dependency parsers are not avail-

able. 
• In order to enrich the proposed RM with semantic features, we

should have access to WordNet for the source language. 

With respect to the first limitation, the contemporary develop-

ent of Universal Dependencies 11 is lowering the barrier to have

arsers available for new languages. As for the second, for lan-
11 http://universaldependencies.org/ 
uages where WordNet is not avaialble, one could obtain synonyms

n an unsupervised way, e.g. by building word embeddings. 

As we have shown in Section 4.2 the proposed RM outperforms

he baseline HPB-SMT system both in terms of BLEU and TER.

owever, there is a trade-off between the SMT performance and

ts speed. Since our RM requires the dependency information of

he source sentence, the source sentence should be parsed before

ranslation. This adds extra time complexity to the SMT system. By

sing only source-side information which can be precomputed of-

ine, we try to keep the complexity as low as possible. 

http://universaldependencies.org/
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7. Conclusions and future work 

This paper has presented a novel syntax-based RM for HPB-

SMT enriched with semantic features to address some of the de-

ficiencies of previous RMs: (i) it is able to perform long-distance

reordering as it predicts the orientation between pairs of depen-

dants; (ii) it generalizes to words unseen in the training data that

hold the same syntactic and semantic structures, by using features

based on syntactic and semantic information, respectively; (iii) it

is sensitive to context as it uses the dependency relations of the

words being reordered; and (iv) due to the fact that our model

uses only source-side information, the model can be pre-computed

offline, which leads to low added complexity during decoding. 

Our model builds upon the state-of-the-art RMs for HPB-SMT

that use the source-side dependency tree, to which it contributes

across multiple dimensions: (i) while the previous dependency-

based RM ( Gao et al., 2011 ) is limited to the reordering of head and

dependant constituent pairs, we also model the reordering of pairs

of dependants; (ii) our model is enriched with semantic features

(Wordnet synsets) in order to allow the RM to generalize to pairs

not seen in training but with equivalent meaning; (iii) we evalu-

ate our model on the English-to-Farsi and English-to-Turkish lan-

guage pairs, challenging due to their rich morphology and under-

resourced status. We evaluate our RM both intrinsically (accuracy

of the reordering classifier) and extrinsically (impact on MT). In

both cases, the RM outperforms the baseline (majority class for the

intrinsic evaluation and HPB-SMT for MT). The best configuration

outperforms the baseline classifier by 5–29% on pairs of depen-

dants and by 12–30% on head and dependant pairs while the im-

provement on MT ranges between 1.6% and 5.5% relative in terms

of BLEU depending on language pair and domain. We also ana-

lyze the feature weights to obtain further insights on the impact

of the reordering-related features in the HPB-SMT model. We ob-

serve that the features of our RM are assigned significant weights

and that our features are complementary to the reordering feature

included in the HPB-SMT model. 

As for future work, we consider several avenues of research

worth investigating. (i) Perform word sense disambiguation. While

on this paper we have considered the synset that correspond to

the most common sense of each word, an alternative would be to

perform disambiguation to find the right sense. While this should

lead to using more accurate synsets, which might have an impact

on the final MT results, one should factor in the error rate of dis-

ambiguation tools. (ii) Experiment with other language pairs to fur-

ther assess the language-independent nature of our methodology.

(iii) Conduct a human evaluation to assess the impact of our RM

for human uses of MT, be it gisting, post-editing, etc. 
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